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PRIMARY CONCERNS TO WATCH OUT FOR...

One of the major ways electronic documents differ from their paper-based counterpart is the existence of metadata. 
With a paper file, what you see is what you get, whereas with an electronic file, there can be hidden information 
about the document also known as metadata, which can be relevant to a client’s matter and be used as evidence 
just like other electronic data.

Examples of metadata include the file’s name, location, size and format, 
as well as information describing how, when, and by whom the file was 
created, accessed, and modified, with the dates and times of each, to list 
just some of the data potentially present.

Whether routinely creating digital documents, or handling electronic 
records as evidence, lawyers constantly create, shape and disturb 
metadata and, as a result, are exposed to a variety of potential risks.

Metadata can be altered simply by opening a file. For example, data in the 
“Access” field is changed the second a file is opened for viewing, printed 
or simply copied to another file, with the original data possibly disappearing 
forever. This attribute makes metadata the most fragile of electronic evidence.

Most importantly, hidden data can be retrieved from PDF documents if the data is not scrubbed from Microsoft 
Word or other applications prior to conversion. Some PDF readers provide the ability to edit and delete metadata, 
making it highly susceptible to loss or alteration of the original document. For lawyers to guard against disclosing 
metadata information, documents need to be ‘scrubbed’ of any embedded hidden data.

Due to its nature, metadata can create significant hazards for lawyers.

Controlling the risk & management of metadata

UNDERSTANDING THE KEY ISSUES OF

E L E C T R O N I C  I N F O R M AT I O N  S Y S T E M S

Converting to an electronic information management system is a significant 
process and it is important to consider how to manage technology now and into 
the future to eliminate the chance of putting yourself or your clients at risk.
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PRIMARY CONCERNS TO WATCH OUT FOR...

According to the Evidence Act 1995, in most instances original documents are no 
longer required, and digital copies of documents are as good (and as admissible) 
as original documents in most legal proceedings, however there is no presumption 
that the evidence is reliable.

It is very important that proof of the system and record integrity of information 
is generated and kept. Even a simple IT system upgrade can break the chain of 

production with a document, making it hard to prove that the electronic copy has 
the same integrity as the original document so it is imperative to have full backwards 

compatibility with old systems so that the evidential chains remain unbroken.

When you rely on imaged documents for evidence and general retention purposes, 
it is very important that you maintain the ability to access them independently of the 
software that was used to create them and can do so throughout the retention period 
you determine. Software that saves files in proprietary formats that can only be opened 
by the same software that created them creates a dependency/risk on that software. 
If you change software providers you need to be able to continue to access those 
records for the entire retention period. Also, if you upgrade the version of software, 
you need to be able to continue to access those records created with the previous 
version of software. An example of this change was Microsoft’s introduction of 
the DOCX format in 2007. Microsoft made the new version of MS Word generally 
compatible with the previous DOC format however not all the features were 
supported so a conversion to the new DOCX file format could have caused an 
irreversible loss of data to occur.

Evidential chains

Backward compatibility

The most common format for storage of electronic files today is PDF. This format is an open 
standard maintained by the International Standardisation Organisation, and incorporates 
features that can be used to ensure the veracity of the document as a copy of the original. Other 
formats of imaged electronic files do exist – if you choose one of these, you will need to ensure that these can 
continue to be opened for the entire retention period.

With electronic files, backward compatibility is not just limited to file formats, but also the storage mediums 
themselves. Floppy disks were ubiquitous from their invention in the 1960s through to the early 2000s, but are no 
longer generally available, other than by contracting specialist providers. Similarly, CD and DVD drives are becoming 
less widely used as users switch to flash memory and data-streaming. It’s likely that this media will also become 
obsolete within a few years. You need to think about technical obsolescence when choosing a storage medium 
and review media types periodically during the retention period to ensure that all relevant data can confidently be 
restored and if the technology is becoming antiquated take steps to transfer or convert.
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Data stored in electronic files is subject to risks that could include: degradation of 
storage media – all the way to total failure; corruption of the data by malicious 
computer code (commonly known as viruses); and errors in the software 
code that read and write data to the electronic file.

The lifespan of storage media can also be influenced by a number of factors, 
such as environmental storage conditions (variations in temperature and 
humidity that lead to degradation); the number of times the media is used 
(degradation occurs with each read and write cycle) and physical shock.

The method most widely used to combat data corruption (both digital and 
physical) is redundancy i.e. retaining multiple copies of the information e.g. 
keeping physical documents, and creating digital scans of those documents; 
or maintaining multiple copies of the electronic document file, and keeping 
them in different physical locations. Electronic storage mediums also commonly 
use logical controls such as checksums to identify replication errors in data, and other 
programs to correct those replication errors.

To rely solely on an electronic file, you will need to implement a scanner that accurately captures the information on 
every document that is going to be converted to an electronic format. Choice of scanner will depend on the quality, 
efficiency and functions you require, and considerations should be made in terms of processing, time and labour 
and the costs to implement the technology.

Factors to consider include the type of documents you’re likely to scan and what format and 
size the scanner will accept. It may be necessary for you to seek help with configuring 

the scanner to suit your needs and securing the scanning configuration settings. It’s 
also important to recognise how much manual labour will be required pre-and post-
scan to ensure you’re producing the right results and not wasting precious time 
that could be better allocated to billable hours. It typically takes 4-5 times as long 
to prepare a document for scanning (removing staples and other fastenings) than 
it does to scan it.

Understanding a scanner’s functionality will also help identify the quality and 
performance of each scan. The page per minute (PPM) scan rate indicates the speed 

of scanning, which is important when working with large volumes of documents. A 
lower resolution machine or poor scanning configuration will jeopardise (and possibly 

call into question) the quality of your scan.

The total cost of ownership should also be measured, factoring in the scanner’s duty cycle per day, which is the 
expected number of scans the device can produce and still live out its full life. You will also need to include the 
estimated cost of scheduled servicing for the machine and the cost of consumables such as the pad assembly and 

Data corruption

Reliable & efficient hardware
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This all starts in the image capture process. Fileman captures images of the front and back pages of all documents 
in a high definition, unedited BMP format. Although these are manipulated, and blank pages removed from the 
released version of the PDF, Fileman keeps copies of all the original source images for as long as the PDF is retained.

This gives Fileman ultimate confidence that the images are an accurate copy of the original document. In the event 
of a dispute, the original images captured directly from the hardware device without any software enhancements 
can be reviewed. The imaging process includes steps to ensure no loss of data such as a 100% human review of 
software assessed blank pages, to ensure that no information is discarded from the released PDF version.

Finally, Fileman maintains multiple copies of both the PDF and original image captures in a variety of storage media, 
both on-site and off-site to Fileman’s premises. Fileman has responsibility for avoiding technological obsolescence, 
and by using the open standard PDF format, minimises the risk of compatibility issues.

HOW DOES FILEMAN MANAGE THESE RISKS?

If you would like help digitising your records speak with us today! 
We have a range of solutions to meet your business needs.
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